
 
 

 
HEY GRILL LOVERS, GOOD NEWS!  

THE DOGS  
ARE READY! 
With its awesome Dutch design, the DOG 
Original outdoor grill is a real eye-catcher and 
fits in any outdoor setting such as your garden, 
the balcony, a favorite camp spot and other 
places. The cast iron grill plate guarantees a 
fantastic cooking experience making it your new 
first choice! 

 
THE SMART WAY TO GRILL!  

LET'S GET 
THIS DOG 
STARTED! 
The taste of great food with 
the company of family and 
friends in your own back 
yard. Everybody should be 
able to enjoy outdoor 
cooking. And it’s our life 
goal to make that happen! 

Therefore we introduce the 
DOG outdoor grill. We believe it’s the ultimate outdoor cooking experience. With its awesome design, 
the DOG is a real eye catcher and fits in with any surroundings. The high quality materials are 
sustainable. Furthermore the DOG outdoor grill is easy to use and clean. 
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EVERYBODY CAN DOG IT  

CLEAN, SIMPLE 
AND EASY 
The DOG outdoor grill has a wide, round, 
thick and flat cast iron roasting plate that you 
use to cook teppanyaki or la plancha. Thanks 
to the versatile cooking performance, you 
can be creative with your recipes. Cook, 
bake, grill, smoke, roast, bbq or steam your 
favorite meals on the DOG. You will 
surprise your guests with amazing flavors. 

When you’re done cooking, just gather around the DOG for some cozy fire and warmth. You and your 
friends & family will love it! 

THE DOG ORIGINAL LOUNGE 
At nearly 28 inches in diameter, and 18 inches tall, the DOG Original Lounge 
is the perfect height for relaxing with your guests while cooking at the same 
time. 

THE DOG ORIGINAL 
HIGH 

At nearly 28 inches in diameter, and 40 inches tall, the DOG Original High is 
about the height of the traditional stand up grill. 


